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. Throtighout the-twentylive years following World War II higher
. .

education in$Americl-expanded roidly-:and somewhat randomly. The per-
.

t
centage.

.

of high school graduates.

"to approximately. 50% in absolute

attending college-rose from around lb%

numbers, f0.10 1.2 million in 1945 to

-8:5 million in 1970 and'the percent of GNP devote#16 higher education.
. ."

' :rose from4raction of one percent to 2.5% (1). HoWevei, during the

lastfive years, societal norms and'values have changed drastically and
. .

universal access to
.

higher education-has become'a reality; at the same
. .

_ .... ,- ,

time competing-iodietal priorities are limiting and affecting the patterns

. ,-.

of funding aE local,. state 'and federal:leVels., Thus the American post
. ...:

-
_

secondary educationaIrsystem-in therafiWTis commonly4considered to
. ,

. "

be A stationary or-steadylstete situation, Some.peopIe-within and out--

side the system have interpreted this to:iean-that the internal status
. .

quo will be rigidly maintained, i.e.-that the system...will become static.
-

Prevailing environmental conditions certainly mindate.that the eqtalfbrium.
. . .

live" l of the system be stabilized at present levels os-even reduded, but
. .*

all systems which are to remain viable, from. sub-atomiC.to the- cosmic,
.

, ,. ,
4.7 .

-
mustexist"in a state of dypamic:equilibrium. -

, ......
.,.

-. .

. -
u During the last few years educitienalinstitupions,havi.been

.
. .'

,

forced. to move away from their:'Ek4ditiohal closed system tOwardan Open

,.., .. -. /.
system mode 0E-operation: The external and nterhal variables which in-

.

6.13W, ' -
-

fluence edneationarinstitutions functioning.as open systems are hetero-

J
.

geneaus and dynamic. The maintenance of the components of the educational-
. . '--.-.

r5

open system in a state of dynamic.equilibriud will require extraordinary,
.

.....

Mb.
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managerial skill and leadership:. The ensuing which will arise '

3

as a consequence of the-dyitamism and change within the system will tesult

in a substantial redistribUtion of power. The challenge for university

administrators Will be the provision of effectiesmanagement of that con-

flict and the. exercise of positive leadership to enAure that the overall

.

institutional por base, i.e. autonomy, is not diminished in any way.

The Nature of Ainage6ent

4 o

r.

r

17'' I Az,-the annual Meeting of the American Council on Education in
.4 w. 1. . ...

.

Sarpiego,.October, 1074 a considerable portion of the ptogral was devoted
;- .'

t

. to a dtacusAion of various facets of creative management. For a very long

university administrators have resisted the concept of applying
,

managemept techniques to their own organizationi. Perhaps this has been

due, to a general ladk of understanding of what management really is!

Harold Vontz, a-professor of management in the Graduate School of Business
1

' at .:the University of California, has defined management as

a
"the art OT.getting things done thrOugh and with
people in formtlly Organized groups, the art of cre-

. ating an environment in such an organized group where
peopfe can perform'as'individuals and, yet- cooperate
toward ateainmeat of group goals, the art of removing
blockk to such petformAnce, the art of optimizing

.effieiency in effettively teaching goals." (2)

. . *

This definitionwol manigement could serve equally well as a definition of
J

r . .
l

o .

univertity' administration: In fict there is no futeamental difference

.. ,

btween,management and administration; both.are arts. Manageiene is a

. term traditionally associated with profit-making organizations, adminisa:
, v

tration with non - profit organizations. It is perhaps the tools of

ianagemeneor the managameritsclences, such as(operations research,

systems theory, management in ion syitems.,rhat have caused stich

antipathy. However, as Perlman has:noted (3) management. tools can be of

4 .
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considerable use to those in the non -prof it sector, provided that their

limitations are realized.

/f it is accepted that management is an art, as stated by

Koontz, then if follows that vision and imagination are also essential

characteristics of a manager. Once the vision has been effectively com-

municated to-one's subordinates, then the manager is functioning as a -

leader t4). Implicit in this concept of management and leadeiship is the

-igat ionanagars-to_train_and develop their human resources (4,

.5). Therefore, organization development clearly becomes one of the most

important aspects of the work of all managers; unfortunately it is one of .

the MO4t neglected aspects in the university settLng. 4

. ,

The Nature of Conflict

NumerOus scholars from diverse disciplines have attempted to

define conflict. As a result many definitions and conceptualizations

".
exist (6,7),based on their authors' value systems. Throughout this

0

paper Coser's definition of social conflict will'be used (8):

pa 'struggle over values and claims to scarce status,
power and resources in which the aims of the oppo-
nents are to neutralize, injure Or eliminate their
rivals."

As Bailey has noted (9), there are many types of and ways to classify

conflict. Conflict may exist at all levels within society; interpersonal,

interperSonal, and intergroup.

Traditionally, in the western world, conflict has been viewed

as something to be avoided at all costs. Civilized personssimply do not

involve themselves in conflict situations and as Maslow has noted our

society.fin general has

"a fear of conflict, of disagreement, of hostility,
antagonism, enmity'' (10).

5



Conversely, American sociologists inthe pre-World War II years con-

.--

sidered conflict to be a fundamental and constructive part of social

organization, and the dysfunctional or negative aspects of conflict to

be merely indicative of the need for social change and structural re-

form. As Cooley stated

"conflict of some sort is the life of society and
progress emerges from a struggle in which individual,
class or institution seeks to realize itp ow idea of
good" (11).

In the succeeding decades sociologists began to direct their

attention toward the continuation of. the smooth functioning of existing

social structures, i.e. toward the maintenance"of the status quo. Talcott'

Parsons in patticular, considered, conflict as asocial disease. Industrial

§ociologists, and classical organiFation,theorists such as Mayo, Fayol,

and Urwick, also thought of conflict as a dysfunctional aspect of organi-

zations and the classical bureaucratic model of organizations ignored

conflict; if conflict did occur, it was attributed to problems involving

the personalities of the conflicting members and members were urged to.

modify their behavior to better fit into the organization.

The classical or traditionalist school of thought was followed

by the behavioralist or human relations school., -Behavioralists believed

that if a person in authority could relate well to other people, then all

organizational problems would automatically disappear. Thus scholars such

as Argyris, Likert, M:Gregor, and Bennis, accepted the idea that confli4

T.4as an inherent part of interpersonal relationdhips and directed their

attention toward research into effective means df conflict resolution.

It is only in the last five years that the underlying philosophies of the

behavi&alists have been questiond. Robbins, in particular, advocates a

positive approach to conflict (12). This interactionist philosophy, states

6
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that-confitct-i-s-a necessary component of effective organizational oper-

ations and if absent .or minimal, should be stimulated. Thus the inter-

.

actionists believe that the effective management ont9 atlict (Oy'
,....-
.,

stimulation of resolution as the situation regdir0),wirrbe an essential.

activity in all viable organizations in the e .,

,s v...

,

The Management of Conflict

The university administrator who wishes tb perform effectively

must be cognizant of the potential sources of conflict. With this

knowledge in hand, he/can perceptively scan the system and it's environ-

'went and identify developing areas of conflict and areas seemingly devoid

of conflict. His response to the conflict level should be the result of

cool and careful weighing of possible alternatives. Only in this way can

he manage conflict in an artistic Ray to optimize the outcomes.

aobbins'has identified three main sources of conflict (12):

1. Communication. In today's society of specialists,

4/ communication across disciplinary lines is often

difficult. Each specialist has developed his own

jargon and his own parochial view of the organi-

zation in which he works. It thus becomes difficult

for faculty members in a professional school, such

as engineering, to communicate effectively with a

faculty member whose scholarly interests center on

medieval,litergture.. Semantic difficulties abound.

. In large universities dissemination of informa-

tion becomes a problem. Informatim is filtered

through several administrative layers, each of whom

will make judgements as to what should be passed.

7
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on and what,should be withheld. Many governance

,problems in the university are due to poor commu-

nication.

2. 'structure. The organizational structure is essen-

tially representative of the work flow in the

organization and also determines the flow of
d.

personnel interactions. Poor orgarrationalde-

- signs may delineate administrative positions in

which it is impossible for anyone to function

effectively. For example,a position such as a

director of undergraduate programs, with no direct

line authority over the personnel who may teach

in his unit, cannot be expected to make a sub-

stantial impact on undergraduate programming. He

has' no formal authority and thus no formal power.

Any power which he may acquire will be informal and

due principally to his personal charismatic qual-

ities.

Students of organizations have found that
Ea*

organizational structure should be dependent upon

the type of task being performed by any given

unit. Routine tasks in which the performance and

outcomes are highly predictable, are best admin-

istered in a bureaucratic manner, e.g. an office

concerned with purchasing in a university; the

faculty members engaged in research on the other

hand can best be. managed in amore participative

8
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These three sources of conflict, communication, structure and
4

personal and behavion, factors, are very interrelated and conflict situ-

"' ations usually involve elements from all three. For example, generally

III/

the larger the organization, the greater the likelihood of the existence

1111

- 7

mode, since their work is highly unpredict-

able.

Interdependence is-another 'major struc-

tural cause of conflict (7, 13). For example,

within the curriculum of a professional' program,

the quality of and mode of presentation of sub-

ject matter in the basic science courses affedt

the ability of the students to candle the'pro-

fessfonal science courses. Conflict often

arises between professional faculty members and

those from the basic science areas- regarding

the curriculum.

3. Personality and behavioral factors. As a gen-

eral rule, those organization members who are

-*"

authoritarian, dogmatic,. rigid and lacking in

self-esteem are likely to generate conflict.

Personal dissatisfaction with one's role or un-

certainty about specific aspects of that role

will lead to conflict. Varying individual

perceptions of a given situation can generate

iptrapersonal conflict, which will lead quite

rapidly to interpersonal conflict and thus

impact on the organization.

9
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ororganizational confliceat any given time; size is' the structural

source of conflict but that in turn affects the adequacy of the communi-

cation networks and the probability of a divergence of values between,'

organization members. Conversely; the stimulation of conflict through

one of the above three sources of conflict will usually result in changes
to. k

not only in the source, but also in the other twd; e.g. asaan'adminis-

trator ,releases ambiguousor erroneous aormation, changes and conflict

are likely to occur both in individual attitudes and organizational

structure.

An administrator mist also be knowledgeable about the effective ".

methods of resolving conflict so that it is not allowed to escalate to a

' dysfunctional level. How.can conflict be resolved? (12, 14; 15)

1. By withdrawing or avoidingthis may be a rea-

sonable approach on a short-term basis in '-

situations where emotions are high.

2. By smoothing--differences axe 'not confronted

'and emphasis is plced o; commonalities of, the

situation..

. By compromising or bargaining -- results in a,

7sion which is sub-optimal for all involved.

4. By dominating or forcingthe use of 'formal

authority by a manager can resolve conflict

among his subordinates. as also can the use of

majority dominance, i.e. the democratic process.

5. By altering the human variable -- attempts to

alter the behavior ofindividuals involved

through education as a part of organizational

development.

10
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4*6. bg;altering structural variables-7a variety of

methods may be used, decoupling of conflicting

members, increesing organizational slack, insti-.

tution of a formal appealssistem, redefining,

role responsibilities, etc.

T. By problem solving or confroatation--there is

an open exchange between confiicting'pqities.

8. By establishing superordinate goals--shared

goals are establl hed which require mutual eo-
.

operation aultip e groups.
. .

The first four methods of ;6o

levels of conflict to varyingextents,

N

'Matresolution will reduce the

but, they fait to address the under-

lying sources of conflict direct and their effect is usually temwrary.

The last four methods, if sensibly used, do try to deal with the sourcs4i,

of conflict directly and are chose Which shgpld be utilized by those,
)

attempting to manage artistically as described by-Koontz (2). Murkel

research (15) in this area indicated that problem-'solving or confrontation

is probably overall the most effective means of conflict resolution, ir-

respective. of the cause of the conflict.
1

External Environmental Contlitions InEeneigying Conflict in the Academy

Recent papers by Glenny (16) and Kerr (17) have reviewed and

discussed both the internal and external pressures, which are affecting

educational institutions today. Glenny believes that few institutions,

today are in a state.of equilibrium and that steady state.conditioAs do

not exist, nor are likely to exist in the system ofe6igher education for

'b the next twenty years. Both Glenny (16) and Kerr (17), however, believe

i that the key to institutional%survival during the next two decades will

I
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ht the emergence or new adminIstrattve Ntyles to deal effectively w4th the

inevit4ble Conflicts teat will arise.

Host: universities and colleges across the nation, bo,A private

and public', are fazing financial crises. _Higtketr.edlicAtion, like{ health

care delivery, is a litor-intensive system and thus is very sensitive to

the current inflation. At the same time, public attitude* toward educa-'

tion.are changing.. Education is no

And competes 3uch less successfully

longer regarded as a top priority item'

than previously with health, the en-

vironment, welfare, transportation, etc., lor federal, state and focal

monies:-

Maly institutions are also finding' it difficult to maintain a
, -

stable enrolimentlevel. A'though the absolute size of the pool of

coLlege-age youth in the country will continue to increase through 1980,

the rate df increase will steadily decline. The size of the pool will

peak around 1980.and thereafter the number of 18-21 year olds will de,

cline markedly, probably to about 2/3 of its peak value. The percentage

of high school graduates enrolling,in college haqmpropped slightly since

1969 (10 and there is little indication that,tte percentage will rise

substantially in the next few years. The numbers of part-time students

attending.cIllege has been increasing. However, tnesestudents generally

require more services, such as counselling, daring their program of study

and thus are more eipensiye to educate.

In a rapidly changing technological society, the job market for

college graduates is constantly changing. New career avenues open up,,

while others close down almost completely. Short-term cyclical chang'S

in the'job market occur in many areas, engineefing being an excellent

example. Two or three years ago engineering graduates were having cliff/-

culty findfillg suitable jobs; today the demand exceeds the supply of
-12
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_qualifiedpersonnel. -Tpday's students are quick to respond tosjob market-

.-

trends and thus,enrolbnents in many programs fluctuate widely from year

to
.
year. Trends may be noted but academe, being organized on Okigid..,

disciplinary basis is ill quipped Co respond to rapidly varying student

'demands.

0

S me agenciel usually develdi the budget for public institu
.

,./. tions and appropriations for private institutions on a unit cost basis.
.i r...

. "i
-.In a time of increasing enrollmehts, this budgeting format assured ade

.r 6. .

' --..,
% quate financing for those institUtIonst As enrollments decline, unit

'
A

costs tend increase due to fixed overhead costs related TO physics:10
.

.,, ,.

..

plant main nce, core adminiftratige staff, and core faculty. The in.

.: '.:. / r
. ,

1

e. ---- t%

.
creased unit cos,ls wild, result in loader and more insistent calls from

I

the public and the legislators for increased accountability'. Hpwever,
;

b.4

ultimarly, 4s Glenny (16)points-out,
'

"the value premisis and attitudes of the public and
policlakers determine the level of support and . .

commitment to continue."

This clearly points to the need for those who occupy leadership positions
.

Utfocils their attention on the' institution- environment interface and to

develop new, creative,, encieprneu rial ways for .the institution to res--

(I

pond to and impact upon its environment. In other words, the institutions

% must change to function as open loop systems while still maintaining
.

Sufficient internal stability for faculty to continue their teaching,

' research and scholarly activities. Community colleges have always been

responsive to the needs of the public they serve, whilelarge research

yAlversities'have traditionally remained somewhat aloof. Thus, the

change and Conflict occurring in institutions of higher education during

the next few decades will beijelemost keenly in the large research uni

versities.

13
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Managing the.University in a Turbulent Environment
. 3

During the 20th century, there has been general increase in the

' power of the.facelty in institutions ofhigher education and a comes -

ponding decrease in cent 1 control. Trustees have delegated the majority

of their authority tote central.administration the faculty, and to a

vf

lesser extent, the students. In turn, the central administration has, to
4

a large degree, espoused the collegial model ouniversiiv governance and
ti

r

fivoredkeidespread'faculty'and student participation in decision making.

Faculty haire been given thispower because it is presumed that, their
..

technical end professional expertise will enable them to pliy e4iyital .

. . . .
.

.

4

role in the decision-making prociCe.. 'deride s view of the faculty stands

in sharp contrast. She believes that the intellecidal and scientific

communities -
-

,

. 4. / '. . . , . ' .,
"cling Ulth greater tenacity to categories of ttee
pant that prevent them from understanding the
present and their own role in it";

they also

* "lack experience in all matters pertainingto \ss.I.

power" (18):. ./
. .

....
. .

The diffuseness and ambiguity of'power resulting from t his
. .

wholesaledelegation has led organizational theorists Cohen and March (19)

to characterize the university as an "organized anarchy" in which decision-

making can best, be described using the "garbage -can' '`'theory This type--

of paracipitive.management, although-favored by many faculty and admin-

istrators, has very often seemed to dead to "t4 rule of Nobody "; every-
,

t .4 one is involved in decisions and, therefore, no one person will admit his

responsitility. Those who wish to complain cannot localize the responSi-if, . 44....,

bility and.conflict-is resolVed by avoidance. :This situation leads to
.

frustration of the /acuity: students and general public and is, in par),

1

14
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the cause of increased faculty interest in collective bargaining. As

_Hobbs (20) has note4, the participative mode of management in universi- 4

ties is often pupstuated byunpredicable eruptions and is-analogous to

:
the operation of a defcctive pressure cookeA

The collegial model oftiniversity governance is functional only

..yen the university is functioning as a closed system witu abundant

financial resources. The more recent models of.governance, Btldridge's

political model (21) and Cohen.and March's organized anarchy model (19),

are essentially descriptive models and are of limited use to an adminis-

trator seeking to effectively manage a university in the mid-1970's. As
.

poirited out by Richman andFarmer (22), the-problems faced by a university'

attempting to adapt actively to a turbulent, dynamic environment are not
I

unlike those'ficen by the industria1 sector,. Corporate management has:

been struggling to find solptiOns for several years, while university

administrators are; in most cases, just beginning to realize the extent
Zy

of theproblems.

Model forUnive sity
>.

Management .R
. ,

Weisbord (23) recently developed a model which can be used for

4 t.

a systematic study of management in both the industrial and university

;.wit

setting. This model delineates five, main subdivisions of managerial

work
,

. .

-- statement of the missio4 and goals of the unit

, manager'

-- design of an appropriate organizational structure

-- design of,a reward system based on the goal
:s4sem

-- use of available technologies to help the unit
meet its goals

1.5

I
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. .

tionships will change and at the same time changes in the structure and
.

.

.

- 14 -

.

-- building of good interperscnal relationships with
. subordinates, peersand superiors

All five subdivisions are interrelated and interdependent; if, for example,
.

the utilization oetechnological hardware is increased to help the unit

reach its goals more effectively, then the network of interpersonal rela-

41

reward system may be necessary. The manager-must-also-assesi-ifie effects

of the environmenC pon his unit as a whole and upon the five sub-

divisions individually within the unit.

At the level of an academic department, the environment to be

scanned is made up of the following, lierarchy: the school, the univer7

o
sity;.the region, the state, the nation, and in some cases the world.

t.

t
The most immediate environment, i.e. the school in this case, is the one

that must be scanned most thoroughly; the school and 'university as a

whole should themselves be in'a reactive stance with respect to the
o

extra-academic environment. Overall, the effective manager must be

knowledgeable about the pulls and pressures of both the internal and ex-

ternal environment of his unit. Due tp his background, the academic

manager will probably be more receptive to internal pressure from his

faculty than to that from external sources; _these forces are often

diametrically opposed and, as the.manager tries to achieve a balance, he

will experience considerable role conflict. It is essential that the

manager not allow his intrapersonal conflict to impact on the function-

ing of either his unit or of others. This type of conflict, which often
A

occurs at the department chairman level in universities, can be most,

effectively resolved by the personal development ; of the manager, carried

out either informally or formally through educative sessions. Tra4i-
,

tionally, little is done to train departmental chaitmen or any other

10

r.
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university administrator to carry out their new duties effectively- 4n-

`'the- job - training is a potent learning experience-but,thlm Learning Would
. t

be more effective if supplemented by some formal instruction such as

seminars, discussion groups, etc.

Conflict management from the viewpoint of model (23)

is categorized as part of the sub-division dealing with interpersonal.

relationships. Therefore, this paper will consider in turn each of the'

8

other four sub-divisions, their interactions within theunitersity and

with the external environment, and the overall role of the manager in.the

stimulation or resolution of conflict with respect to these four areas.

Statement of Mission and Goals

.

It is of 'prime importance-that all universities have a clear ,

sense of mission and a' set of'well.defined goals which are consistent with

the available resources; both short-term and long-term goals are needed.

Many faculty and administrators are of the opinion that it is' impossible

Allitate operational goals foi a university (24, 19); and since $oals can-
**0

not be set in any meaningful.way, it is obviously impossible tomonitor

and evaluate the progress of a university toward achieving these goals.,

Conrad (25) has noted that typically

"the concept of goals refers to a more Or less
,.explicit and consciously recognized value,system

that lists and ranks in order the objects or'con-
ditions to be produced by the on-going activities
in the organization and serves as a criterion for

..decision Making. FOrmal goals...are not character-
istic of universities: we do not find a more or
less conscious value system that is utilized in
university decision making processes."

0

The lack of a set of goals plus the over-reliance on the collegial mode of

governance has led le very haphazard decision-making i4 universities.

The top administrators have often tended to make what Barnard (26) terms

17
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negative decisions, or decisioni not to decide. Once a set of goals is

established for an institution, it then becomes essential that adminis-

tratOrs make positive decisions, i.9. decisions to do something or not

to do .something. -Positivedecision-making,however, stimulates conflict

'and"administrators musbe prepared to control and manipulate the tohflict

to. maintain the optimal

o

Several studies have been made of the goal systems. of univer-

sities during the last few years (19, 21, 27) and Richman and Farmer (22)

e-1

hive reviewed

goal. pursued

tures is that

security and

and summarized the Eesults obtained.

with Ehe greatest visor as evidenced

They believe that the

by budgetary expendi-

of protecting the faculty, i.e. the tenure, prestige, job

academia freedom of the faculty. Other goals which ere

.
ranked highly are undergraduiie'etilucatibri,' financial supportp-faculty

benefits, graduate education and esearch. Recent research carried out by

Felton, Miller and Smitil (28) at the State, University of New York at

Albany shows that a relatively small proportion ofthe budget is allocated

to undergraduate education and that those who teach predominately under-
.,

graduate classes receive 'a lower salary and.are less likely to be awarded

_ tenure than those involved principally in graduate education and re-

search. Salancik and Pfeffer also found in their research at the. Uni-

versity of Illinois, that the power of individual, departments within the

university is directly related to the size of the budget received (29),

the department's ability to obtain u4side grants, national prestige and

the size of the graduate' program (30). These research studies are

supportive of'Richman and Farmer's hypothesis that research and graduat&

education ard'high priority goais at state multiversities and high pres-

tige private schools; undergraduate education ranks eighth and tenth in

priority; respectively, at these institutions.

18
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The goals established internally by faculty and administrators

of large research universities are often at odds with the ideas and

wishes of the major supporters of the university. The major supporters

are the state government, federal goilernment, profesiional accrediting

agencies, parents and alumni and manpower users. Each of these groupi

has its own set of preferred goals for the university (22); fiTinstance,

both parents and alumni and the state government, rate jobi for graduates,

cultural assimilation and undergraduate education as the three highest

priority goals which should be pursued* the university. None of these

goals'are among the top threeictually pursued by the universiy.

The academic administrator must thus attempt to walk a pfacarm
. ';':.""

. ious line between the faculty and the external supporters. However,

"the potential for conflict depends on the extent
to which required' resources are shared, the degree
of interdependence and -the perceived incompati-_
bility of goals" (7).

As long as money was plentiful, goal diversity and incongruence could be

accommodated within the'organization; the slack was high and provided

adequate buffering between conflicting units and the external publics.

Thus, for quite a number of years, the tactic adopted by university per-

sonnel dealing with the conflict generated by goal incompatibilities,

has'been that of smoothing. The president and his top staff have stressed

the positive things that the university is doing for the state or nation

via their research and graduate programs and tended to gloss over the

lack of attention.generally given to the itdergraduates who comprise the

bulk of their student population. It appears that in the next decade

smoothing will not suffice and the university must begin to deal with the

*underlying probleRs. A clear set of goals, showing more responsiveneSs

to external pressures, must be defined by the university community. The

a
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task for administrators then,t,ecomes one of internal change initiation;

this process will stimulate conflict'which administrators must be pre-

pared to manage effectiviely

Row can a large university go about the task of setting goals

which are responsive to both internal and external needs? Faculty. have a

set of professional norms and values which are difficult to change and in

a large university the backgrounds and interests of faculty are almost as

varied as those of the students they serve. The formulation of realistic

goals which can include all these diverse elements is an administrative

challenge and will be extremely time consuming. It is generally agreed

in the.profit making sector that goals cannot be established unlei7 the

0

top management is strongly supportive and committed to the venture. At

the same time, there must be participative decision making concerning

--goals_involving_khe lowest levels in the hierarchy. Typically, academics'
- _ . . .

have little knowledge about how to set realistic goals for a unit, and

even less_ knowledge about how to mesh the unit goals within the framework

of the overall university goals. Thus goal setting should be preceded by

training sessions for departmental chairmen and deans. Top administra-t

tors should also be involved in these sessions. The sessions should

cover not only the techniques of writing goals but also ways in which the,

administrator should work to influence the.attitudes of individuals and

the climate of the unit, i.e. some effort should be made to point out

ways in which the human variable may be altered as a means of resolving

or relieving the conflict that the goal-settipg process will generate.

Goat setting will anger and upset many faculty._ However,

there are few jobs-available in higher education today and it is un-.

likely that fadulty will choose to leave the university. Faculty are

20
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essentially locked in, unable or afraid to exit; those who are tenured

will, therefore, begin to exercise their voice option, and complain

loudly.in an attempt to thwart the institution's effort to set goals.

,Faculty use of voice has traditionally been viewed with much trepidation

by administrators who have generally sought,to either avoid or suppress

this type of conflict situation. Hirschmann (31) has noted that

"the short run interest of management in organiza-
tions is to increase their own freedom of movement;
management, will, therefore, strain to strip the
members-customers of the weapons whichsthey can
wield, be they exit or voice, and to convert, as it
were, what should be a feedback into a safety-valve:
Thus, voice can become 'mere blowing off steam' as
it is being emasculated by the institutionalization
and domestication of dissent."

However, if university administrators ignore the faculty voice, then

there will be little loyalty or commitment to the goals of the'university,

Without faculty commitment little or no progress will be made toward the

goals.

Ultimately, chairmen must persuade faculty that goal-setting at

the departmental level is a desirable and necessary process. Higher level

administritora, such as deans, must use their formal authority and re-

inforce their chairmen's stance. It would seem that the conflict stimu-

lated by initiation of a goal-setting process can be maintained by the

use of mild authoritarianism by superiors, while at the same time being .

controlled via a combination of resolution techniques, such as problem

solving and the establishment of superordinate goals. Problem solving or

confrontatiark_involves_a frank discussion of problems and areas of dis-

agreement by faculty and administrators. After a few sessions, the CO117.

flicting units or persons may agree to collaborate. If problem solving

proves an effective means of controlling conflict, then it is likely that

21
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the conflicting parties will establish superordinate goals and thus a

degree of mutual interdependency. Both problem solving and superordinate,

goal setting are very effective means of reducing conflict caused by in-

effective communication or semantic problems; they are less effective

methods in situations involving basiC differences in values and person-

ality factors. However, the very act of talking and working with one

adversary often lowers the conflict to acceptable.leveis.

The value of faculty and administrative commitment to super-

ordinate goals has already been demonstrated in a number of private ,

schools which have been struggling for_survival. 7n these instances

.tt.

change has occurred rapidly and new goal systems have been institutewAs.

traditional liberal arts colleges have revamped their curriculum to pro-

vide a career-oriented thrust. The primary superordinate goal has been

to survive. In the face of perceived external threats to institutions.-

survival, the academic community draws closer together and group cohesion

increases. As a corollary, the group tolerates and may even welcome an

'increased degree of centralization of power. If goals are clearly

stated and priorities set, then faculty are prepared to allow the top

administrators to lead the institution through difficult times.

Richman and Farmer (22) in their latest book attempt to develop

a quantitative methodology for analyzing and dealing with power within a

large state university. Their model indicates that as the open,, system

node of operation mandates chadges in goals and priorities, there are

striking changes in the balance of power within the system. Since power

in a university is expansible, and is not a.zero sum game, the power

shtfts4o not necessarily mean a loss of absolute power by the faculty.

The model clearly shows that the power exercised by the trustees and

22
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,central administration will increase and thus there will be a greater

centralization of power in,the near future. Faculty' will retain their

collective power although it is likely that individual power will

diminish. Cohen, March and Olsen's garbage can model of university

decision - making (32) has also been used to examine the power shifts which

occur when organizational slack decreases. Slack provides buffers between

areas of themniversity with differing values and technologies and the

reduction of slack thus causes problems. The garbage can model shows that

in widely divergent types of institutions, the reduction of slack neces-e,

'sltates a move toward a more hierarchical decision structure; discontent

and confusion increase as the power shifts occur, but subsequently

diminish as a new organizational model is adopted and accepted by faculty

and administrators.

It seems clear from the above research and analysed that "the

current vacuum in leadership" (33) will be filled in the near future. If

university administrators respond to the various environmental pressures

adequately, than academic leadership will remain within the university;
c$

is they do not, then it is,likely that public officials will take the

initiative and write legislation to ensure that the necessary changes are

ztade,,both'in private and-public sectors.

Design of Organizational Structure

Once the mission and goals of the university have been clearly

articulated, administrators must turn their L:tention to the organizational

structure. If new goals have been set, then it is likely that the

structure will need to be modified to enable organization members to work

constructively toward achieving those goals. Organizational charts

indicate the formal decision g structure inlan organization andkin

23
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should be constructed so that the work can be done with optimal effi-

ciency. Superimposed on the formal structure is an informal network

which also has a substantial impact on the efficiency and smoothness with

which the organization operates. If the formal structure is impeding

operations, as it often seems to be in large universities, then managers

.-x .
And workerS may set up informal arrangemerits and groupings to get the job

dOne.

As noted earlier, the university in the 1970's is operating in

a turbulent fiellenNironmerit. The university exhibits dynamic proper-

ties not only internally among its own subystems, but also with respect

to the field within which it is, situated. Kingdon"(34) statesothat

(4'
"an 'important characteristic of organizations,rer
sponding to conditions of the turbulent field is
their need to enter into collaborative and coopera-
tive relations to reduce the area of relevant
technological uncertainty; thus dissimiliar or
ganizations tend to become positively correlated."

This need-for collaboration has stimulated the formation of consorcia of
oes

educational institutions such as the Pittsburgh Council for Higher Edu-

catLon, regional and state planning commissions, and the Education

Commission of the St*tes. The potential for conflict in such relation-'

ships is very high and unless superordinate goals are established'and

internalized by those involved, then the collaborative efforts are -

doomed to failure. lversities, especially those which receive sub-

stantial portions of their funds from governmIntal sources, are'in some

cases also seeking,to develop more formalized cooperative interactions

with state and federal agencies in an effort to consolidate contfactual

agreements on research and policy studies carried out for the agencies.

These types of collaborative efforts are, however, still in an embryonic

t

stage of develojment but represent a move toward what is termed "mutual.
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growth" in Land's transformation theory of growth (35).

Universities must also adapt internally if they are to inter-

.

act effectively with the complex and uncertain turbulent external

environment. To date, adaptation by universities has been prin6ipally.in

the passive mode. Complexity has been dealt with by segmentation, frai

mentation, dissociation or some combination of these methods. Segmenta-

tion occurs, when the top level administration pursues goals which are
0

diIferitit.from and incompatible with those pursued by the-faculty at the

departmental level. The complexity is such that the various levels with-

iri the university have incomplete knowledge and thus differing perceptions

of reality. Fragmentation usually results in a loss of goal continuity.

Diss6ciation occurs when differentiation of tasks occurs to.such an extent

that each unit purpuee its own goala irrespective of their impact on the

total system.

The dysfunctional aspects of the passive adaptive modia an be .

illustrated by reference to theducaUon of health professionals. 44.

Clinical aspects of medical edUcation are hospital based and managed by t
the directors of medical service in the various hospital departments,

but tnesc directors often have little formal relationship with the

respective departments in the medical school.' This segmentation may

cause glaring deficiencies in the overall. educative process of the medical

zitudent.:Ttaimenttation and dissociation are..rampant in the education of

aIlled health professionals. In response to the demands resulting from

the knowledge explosion and rapicitechnological advances in the health

field during the last twenty years, categories of health professionals

h.we nushroomed;'at the present time, there are 125 primary classifica-
.

tiorra and about 250 secondary classifications (36). The training programs
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for these professionals occur in all types of post-secondary educational

institutions. The task ultimately performed by the graduates from many
e.

programs may. be almost identical but the educational programs are operated

as very separate and distinct entities and the graduate from any given

program has neither lateral nor vert4cal mobility in the health care

system. Thus, this type of passive response to the environment has

_locked the institutions, their graduates, and the health are system into

an inflexible pattern.

Organizations with clear short term and longterm goalsystems

can adapt .actively to the turbulent environment if, top management exerts

strict control over resource allocation. ActivtliesOonses impait upon

the environment and the resultant- feedback allows the organization to

modify' its goals, insofar as it wishes, and to remain respdnsive over

lo9g periods of time

There are three basictways in, which an organization may be

I

structured. The first is_tdsk or discipline oriented and is the, oldest,

most conservative model. typified by the. traditional departmental

c

structife of the university. The second is program of project.oriented

. -

and has be4h used only to a very limited extent in, the academic setting. ,.

Recent examples of this type of structure are theWomens Studies and:.

Black Studies programs which utilize faculty from diverse disciplinary

backgrovinds. These interdisciplinary programs have been merely added

onto the f;kges of classical university structure and the faculty who'

teach'in such units are often considered to be anti-intellectual

renegades by their peers located in the traditional departments. The

thitd model is a mix of the first two types and is called the matrix
4,

model. This model was first used in the aerospace industry in the 1960's
I
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when tne federal gotiernment was.funding industrial projects which needed

the skiiks and knowledge of a Oariety of specialists for successful tom-
)

'

pletion. The aerospace industry responded by pulling specialists from

their respective departments and assigning them to specific projects for

varying, amounts of time. Today, the federal government is tending to

preferentially fund university research projects which are interdisci-

plinary in nature; at the same time there is pressure from local and

state groups for universities to address their multifaceted research
.

capabilities to specific societal problems. The external pressures and

the funding patterns are, therefore, pushing the university toward adop-
1.-

tion pf a matrix structure. Projects and programs of Liultidisciplinary

nature mai involve such diverse disciplines as sociology, economics,

engineering and medicine. Projects are generally funded for two or three

years and partjcipation'by faculty from each` discipline may vary widely

from month to month. To date, universities have attempted to solve the

overwhelming administrative problems involved in' the implementation'of

such projects by creating a series of centers or institutes. Howeverir-

until the university reorganizes to be consistent with Its goal, system.

and thus legitirizes such entitiesofaculty are likely to be reluctant to

participate. It is noteworthy, here; that several medical schools

recently participated in an organizational analysis and'at least some

appeak to be moving toward a matrix mode of organization (37).

The adoption of a matrix model usually stimulates conflict both

interpersonal and technical. However," research indicates that the tech-

confliCt is positively correlated with performance, i.e. the
'

$pecialists on the project team argue from the viewpoint of their dif-

I

to

fering backgrounds but this improves, the overall team performance. /later-
i

personal conflict nig' role ambiguity are also high in the matrix since
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each member has dual allegiance, to his discipline and to the project;, .

however, this conflict isovert and can be handled by an effective ad-

' ministrator. Overall there is no evidence that these personal conflicts

affect performance (38).

-26- 4

Design of-a Reward' System

Ifthe goal systems of a university, school or department are

reassessed and changed, then it is essential that the reward system be

chagged
(.. o

recognize the faculty Commitment to the superordinate and unit

goals.

The criteria for tenure and promotion must be modified. If a
1.%

school sptes that one of its goals is increased attention to under-

graduate teaching, then it must be prepared to reward thd faiulty ;who-

work'toward the realization of that goal. Similarly, if problem oriented
. .

Aft
/.

research becomes the major thrust, then faculty must be'reWarded ansrnot

denigrated for participating. For examplw"the new. Dean of the School

of Engineering at a large researchZuniversity informed hisfaculty and

the Cop administration that one of the main goals of the schookover the

next five years would Se the enhancement of Eheesearch efforts, with

emphasis being placed in certain key areas. At the same time, faculty

. . . r 4

'were informed-that their salary increases wdlarbe below, at,.or above a
%.*

g

. certain percentage dependent upon their wformance during that year.

"
RIsearch monies biought into th*

t
school' increased three- i o ld .

.-

.e. txpr.
1 , Ak, .. a

.
Nutivation iu:pre wivarsity setting- is complicated by the.

1 . .ilt ; 4.." .:..0 Al4e t i.

tenure system.' Tileercentagiof tenured faculty in institutions through-

AI
.'- ,..1.:4.

.. .4 N 1
7

; out.the country' is rising at a tide,when mat 4nsOtuiions are cutting

. .: ... :, 0 4
,bacx ckn taculty: ',1611,thin large universities, therkare some schools with

. - . I. 6.,...., 114, - .. 1.
... .

about;90,Vof thwfacultitindred,land an average agearound 50. Such
--

N

.,- 0 t. *
$4 , ' $ 1 & ; '4.

.' ; . it 48
, :
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schools face especially acute problems. Goals may be difficult to set.:

but the, implementation of those goals becomes inordinaMy difficult when

there can be no' influx of new talent into the school.

Hodgkinson (39) has identified certain characteristics which

are found frequentlI.in individuals over 50. At this age most faculty

and administrators come to the realization that their perio4 of maximum

effectiveiess is past. Mandatory ret irement age for faculty is usually

70,'although many institutions are proilding inducements for eailie

faculty retirement. Many faculty in this age Bracket (50-70 years)

experience considerable intrapersonal conflict as they become aware of

their declining competence. This conflict is intensified if these

faculty are asked to change their work patterns and to reallign their

. professioridl priorities. 'Older ;adulty, entrenched in their own

specialized interests, must be helped to develop themselves to better.
t. .

.

,fulf ill changing job requirements. 14keylse, faculty of any age whose
_ :

departments and, programs are closed in accord with new school or insti-
*-

. ow
tutional goals, need assistance to move into other areas of scholarship. .

1

.'

.
.

*n enlightened and all pervasive system of faculty development is,

therefore, needed siocifically to assist the two categories of faculty
\

mentioned above and alto to work with faculty throughout the institution
t

-e-

who need help with their ongoing duties. A recent Change Policy Paper

(40) explored in depth the needs and possible methods of implementatiod

of an effective faculty development system. Faculty development must,

however; be presented as a positive feature of university life and not

as a remedial course for incompetents and displaced persons. It should

.be clearly and specifically tied in with the reward system, with salary

tncreases dependent on the work done and progress shown in faculty_

29
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Auveiopment sessions. Facultrdevelopment.has .traditionally been off-
,,

campus in the form of sabbaticals;" in the,futUrc et seems likely that

activities will replace sabbaticals, probably with substantial

A
financial .saving Cliche institution.

Use of Available Technologies
a

Technology in the context of WeisbRrd's theory (23) refers to

P
anything that helps.tO gdi theyork doneirt the JoTganization. .Thus,

J

=human resources are included in this category and, as discussed in the

,

previous sections, this resourcelpol isle likely to remain st able or de-
. .

crease dut'ing the next few decaden..Atherforms of technology, :both

software and hardware, will increase and bleb, in turn will probably

affect the ways in which human repources are utiliz&l. There will un-

doubtedly be widespread use of new instructional modes such as television,

audiotapes, videotapes, computer-aided instruction which will supplement

and complement regular classroom instruction. Outreach programs will'

proliferate and courses will increasingly move off campus into community

locations. Some faculty, especially the older ones, will find such tech-

nologies threatening and. attempt to avoid the use of new teaching tech-

niguep and methodologies. Thus in-training sessions to familiarize
4 g

faculty with ,these teaching tools must be a part of the overall faculty

development plans of the university to minimize the faculty intrapersonal

conflict.

New managerial technologies are being-developgioughout the

country, with the National Center for Higher Education Management Systems

in Boulder, Colorado, providing leadership in this area. These manage-

.

ment aids include such tools as management information systems. (KS),

modelling and cost simulations, program evaluation review techniques (PERT),

30
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program budgeting, management by objectives (NBO), many of which have

been used'extensively in industry or government agencies for many years.

Like faculty, many administrators view these technologies with a sense of

uneasiness. Some refuse to .use them and rely solely un their instincts

in decision- making situations, while others place seemingly blind faith

in the data generated by these systems. As Perlman (3) has pointed out,

these techniques are not panaceas and must be used sensibly. In a

rapidly changing society, it is necessary to constantly collect data, but

administrators must learn how to be selective, to filter the massive

amounts of data generated and then to use only the relevant infoxsiation.

in the decision-making process, i.e. the art of "satisficing."

Summary,

If institutions of higher education are to'continue to function

autonomously, new and improved administrative techniques and leadership

styles must bedeveloped: The turbulent field environment in which the

university must fUnction today and in the future mandates that an active

adaptive stance be adopted and that universities re-examine their role

in society and the institutional goal system. Change or perish could be

the modern slogan for education institutions. However, the change must

A
be initiated by the top level administrators. The conflict stimulated

by the adaptation must be managed effectively and the traditional admin-

istrative responses to conflict situations, smoothing or avoidance will

no longer suEfice.

Active adaptation of a university first requires changes in the

goal systems. As the goals and mission are modified to include environ-

=ental influences, the organizational structure, the reward system, the

use of technology and intra- and extra-university relationships must also
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change. These all encompassing changes.will-and should occur slowly and

gradually because it is essential that the internal stability of the

university be maintained to provide a climate in which teaching, research,

and scholarship can continue to,thrive. The change process must be

facilitated by the institution of a comprehensive system of organizational

development.

familiarized

theory; they

is.likely to

Administrators must be trained in goal setting techniques,
o

with new technologies, and the fundamentals of organization

must alsb learn how to handle the interpersonal conflict that

arise., Conflict management can be effective only if admin-

istrators are aware of the potential sources or organizational conflict

as well as the options available for controlling the level of conflict.

Faculty likewise will need help in the internalization of institutional

goals, in personal and professional development, in the use of new tech-

nologies. However, the mutual commitment to.the achievement of the insti-

tutional goals should bring faculty and administrators closer together.

This increased trust and interdependence will probably result in a more

centralized decision-making process and the cohesion of the university

community will increase.
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